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[1] We use P-to-S converted phases from teleseimic data
recorded at island and ocean bottom stations in Mariana to
investigate the upper mantle structure in the region. We find
evidence for double seismic discontinuities at the base of
the transition zone near the Mariana slab. A shallower
discontinuity is imaged at depths of �650–715 km and a
deeper interface lies at �740–770 km depth. The large
lateral extent at near constant depths for both features is
consistent with horizontal interfaces rather than small-scale
scatterers. The amplitude ratios of the seismic signals
suggest that the shear velocity contrast across the two
interfaces is comparable. These characteristics support
the notion that the discontinuities are the results of phase
transformations in olivine (ringwoodite to post-spinel)
and non-olivine component (ilminite to perovskite),
respectively, for the pyrolite model of mantle composition.
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1. Introduction

[2] The 660 km seismic discontinuity marking the bottom
of the mantle transition zone is believed to result from an
isochemical phase transition involving olivine, namely the
dissociation of ringwoodite into perovskite plus magne-
siowstite [Ringwood, 1969]. However, mineral physics
calculations and high-pressure experiments suggest that,
depending upon the bulk mantle composition, transforma-
tions of non-olivine components such as the garnet system
may lead to a complex structure of the 660 km discontinuity
[Vacher et al., 1998; Hirose, 2002]. This is the case
particularly along cold temperature profiles, similar to those
expected in subduction zone environments. Under cold
conditions, the transformation of garnet to ilminite, and
the transition from ilminite to perovskite should cause two
additional discontinuities near the base of the transition
zone. These interfaces and the discontinuity induced by
ringwoodite dissociation are expected to occur at distinct
depths, causing multiple interfaces [Vacher et al., 1998].

[3] Multiple seismic discontinuities near the base of the
transition zone have been detected in thermally complex
regions such as beneath southern California [Simmons and
Gurrola, 2000] and northeast China, at the tip of the
subducting Japan slab [Niu and Kawakatsu, 1996; Ai et
al., 2003]. The 660 km discontinuity is routinely observed
in global studies of long-period SS precursors [Shearer,
1993; Gossler and Kind, 1996]. Its non-detection on a
global scale using precursors to long-period PP waves
[Estabrook and Kind, 1996; Shearer and Flanagan, 1999]
has recently been attributed to a complicated and highly
variable structure, that shows single and double reflections,
consistent with multiple phase transitions [Deuss et al.,
2006].
[4] We applied the P-wave receiver-function methodolo-

gy [e.g., Vinnik, 1977] on teleseismic data recorded at island
and ocean bottom stations in Mariana to investigate the
upper mantle structure in the region and found evidence for
double seismic discontinuities at the base of the transition
zone around the Mariana slab.

2. Data and Analysis

[5] Data used in this study are seismograms from 315
earthquakes with epicentral distances from 30 to 95�,
recorded at a temporary network in the Mariana region
(Figure 1). The network, which consists of 21 broadband
island stations and 27 semi-broadband ocean bottom seis-
mographs (OBS) operated from June 2003 to May 2004
[Tibi et al., 2006]. Also included are data recorded between
1991 and 2005 at the permanent station GUMO, located on
the island of Guam.
[6] The P-wave receiver-function technique applied in

this study is well established and described in greater detail
by Vinnik [1977] and Yuan et al. [1997]. Only key steps of
the methodology are mentioned here. For land stations, the
three-component seismograms are deconvolved to ground
displacement and filtered at 2–30 sec. In order to isolate
P-to-SV converted phases, the seismograms are rotated to the
LQT ray coordinate system. The earthquake source-time
function is removed by deconvolving the P energy on the
L component from the rotated traces. The Q component
contains P-to-SV conversions. For the seafloor data, oceanic
noise was successfully suppressed with an 8–30 sec band-
pass filter. The orientations of the OBS’s were determined
using polarization angles obtained from airgun shots and
large, well-located, distant events (S. H. Pozgay, personal
communication, 2006). The subsequent rotation and decon-
volution procedures were performed the same way as for land
data. We computed a total of 972 high-quality Q component
receiver functions (RF’s).
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[7] In order to enhance low-amplitude Ps converted
phases from the upper mantle velocity discontinuities, we
divided the study area into 1� � 2�-boxes and stacked
moveout-corrected RF’s having piercing points at 660 km
depth within the same box. Only stacks resulting from a
minimum of 10 individual RF’s were used to search for
discontinuity conversions. The dimensions of the boxes
were chosen so that there are sufficient RF’s for each box,
while insuring that the discontinuity phases within each box
illuminate nearly the same structure. In a subduction zone,
the most likely cause of major variations in the structure of
the upper mantle discontinuities is the difference in temper-
ature between the subducting plate and the neighbouring
mantle. The north-south orientation of the Mariana slab
implies that these variations would occur primarily in the
east-west direction. Hence, the dimension of the boxes in
that direction were chosen to be only half the dimension in
the north-south direction. For each box, we estimated the
95% confidence levels of the RF stack by performing
bootstrap resampling [Efron and Tibshirani, 1991]. Only

phases in the stack for which the lower confidence limit was
clearly above zero were interpreted. This insures that
random noise in the data are not misinterpreted as conver-
sion from the discontinuities. Because of the difference in
their frequency content (Figures 2a and 2d), land and OBS
recordings were stacked separately. However, for the few
boxes with stacks both from land and OBS data, the inferred
discontinuity depths were consistent among the two data
sets within the estimated range of uncertainty.

3. Results and Discussion

[8] Moveout-corrected RF’s from land stations for one of
the 1� � 2�-boxes is shown in Figure 2a. The trace to the
right is the stack of the RF’s. In order to distinguish deep
Ps conversions from multiples originating from shallow
structures, RF’s are stacked in slowness bins of 0.2 sec/deg
to improve the signal to noise ratio, and subsequently
sorted in order of increasing mean slowness. The proce-
dure aligns Ps phases parallel to the slowness axis, while
multiples become more inclined (Figure 2b). The phases
labeled ‘410’, ‘660’ and ‘750’ can be correlated across
nearly the entire slowness range at about 42, 68 and 74 sec,
respectively, suggesting that these phases are direct Ps
conversions. In contrast, the delay time of the phase
labeled ‘mul.’ decreases with increasing slowness from
about 53 sec to 48 sec, as expected for multiple reverber-
ations (Figure 2b). This interpretation is corroborated by
the fact that this phase is aligned parallel to the slowness
axis and enhanced in the stack, when the traces are
moveout-corrected for multiple reverberations PpPs
(Figure 2c). The phase, which is observed throughout the
study area, is interpreted as PpPs from an interface at about
150 km depth in the mantle wedge. The phases at about 42
and 68 sec in Figure 2a are conversions from the 410 km and
660 km discontinuity at depths of about 390 and 675 km,
respectively. We interpret the converted energy at�74 sec as
originating from an interface at about 740 km depth (herein-
after referred to as the 750 km discontinuity). The low-
frequency stack of the OBS RF’s displayed in Figure 2d
shows basically similar features as the land data. In this case,
however, the deep interface is observed at �760 km depth,
while conversion from the 660 km discontinuity does not rise
significantly above the background noise level.
[9] Following Kind et al. [2002] we migrated the RF’s

obtained from land stations using a modified IASP91
velocity model [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991]. The modifi-
cation included a crustal P velocity model for the Mariana
arc obtained from an active source study [Takahashi et al.,
2007]. The crustal S velocities were derived from that model
using a VP/VS of 1.73. Figure 3 shows an east-west section
of the migrated traces along the AB profile indicated in
Figure 1. It includes RF’s having piercing points at 660 km
depth located within the latitude range of 15–17�N. The
660 km discontinuity is observed intermittently from longi-
tude about 144.5 to 147.5�E, and appears to be depressed to
�705 km depth at 145.5�E. The location of the depression
coincides with the likely deep projection of the slab,
suggesting that it is induced by the cold slab temperatures,
as expected for the negative Clapeyron slope of the ring-
woodite transition to post-spinel [Ito and Takahashi, 1989].
The lateral extent of only �100 km for the depression

Figure 1. Bathymetric map of the Mariana region. Squares
and triangles are locations of island stations and OBS sites,
respectively. Hexagon indicates the station GUMO of
the Global Seismic Network. Stars represent deep (depth
>300 km) seismicity. The earthquakes include events re-
located by Engdahl et al. [1998] and best located
earthquakes that occurred during the operational period of
the Mariana network. Ray-theoretical Ps piercing points at
660 km depth for the calculated receiver functions are
represented with crosses and dots for land and OBS data,
respectively. Line A-B indicates the location of the profile
displayed in Figure 3. The inset at the upper-right corner
shows the locations of the 315 events used in this study
(circles) and the Mariana seismic network (triangle).
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suggests that in this region the Mariana slab penetrates the
660 km discontinuity with little or no advective thickening.
Conversions from the interface at �750 km depth are
observed between longitude about 145 and 148�E. The
intermittence of the observations is principally due to gaps
in the interface sampling.
[10] Results of the box-by-box stacking are summarized

in Figure 4. We estimate the uncertainty in discontinuity

depths to be ±10 km, coming mainly from picking errors
and uncertainties of the velocity model associated with
the slab anomaly. The 660 km discontinuity is observed
in the depth range between about 650 and 715 km, with the
greatest depths occurring in the latitude range of 15–17�N
within or near the Mariana slab (Figure 4a). The inferred
maximum depth for the 660 km discontinuity is well within
the range of 710–730 km obtained from a high-resolution

Figure 2. (a) Moveout-corrected receiver functions. The traces were corrected for the directly converted phase Ps and a
reference slowness of 6.4 sec/deg using a modified IASP91 velocity model [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991]. Receiver
functions are from island stations and include data having Ps piercing points at 660 km depth located within the box at 11–
13�N and 146–147�E. Delay time is relative to the direct P wave. The thin horizontal lines indicate the predicted arrival
times for P-to-S conversions at 410 and 660 km depth. The trace to the right is the stack of the receiver functions for this
box. The gray areas in the stack indicate robust conversions for which the lower 95% confidence limit is above zero.
Conversions from the 410, 660, and 750 km discontinuities are marked with arrows. Multiples from an interface at about
150-km depth are labeled by ‘mul.’ (see text). (b) Slowness-stacked receiver functions. The waveforms shown in Figure 2a
have been averaged over slowness bins of 0.2 sec/deg. The slowness range of 7–9 sec/deg corresponds to the range of
epicentral distances of about 31–58� for the events that sample the box. Horizontal dotted lines at about 42, 68 and 74 sec
delay time indicate conversions from the 410, 660, and 750 km discontinuities, respectively. White dots mark multiples
from the 150 km interface. (c) The same as in Figure 2b except that the traces were moveout-corrected for multiple
reverberations PpPs. (d) The same as in Figure 2a for the OBS data and the box at 15–17�N and 142–143�E.

Figure 3. East-west profile of migrated receiver function data. The location of the profile is shown in Figure 1. Data are
from island stations and include receiver functions with Ps piercing points at 660 km depth located within the latitude range
of 15–17�N. Red (blue) indicates velocity increase (decrease) downward. The black thick arrow indicates the position of
the slab, as defined by seismicity (dots). The thin horizontal line indicates the depth of 660 km. Conversions from the
660 km discontinuity and 750 km interface are marked with black and green line segments, respectively. Note the small-
scale depression between 145 and 146�E for the 660 km discontinuity.
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study of P660p and S660p phases recorded at regional
stations [Tibi et al., 2006]. The topography of the 750 km
interface shown in Figure 4b indicates a variation between
about 740 and 775 km in depth. For most of the boxes in
which we detected the 750 km interface, we also observed
the 660 km discontinuity (Figure 4). This indicates the
existence of two distinct discontinuities, demonstrating that
the deeper interface is not the 660 km discontinuity that has
migrated to greater depth. Whereas the section in Figure 3
shows double discontinuities between 145 and 148�E, in
Figure 4 around 16�N, double discontinuities are only seen
between 146 and 147�E. Variations in the structure of the
750 km interface across the relatively large stacking boxes
in Figure 4 are the most likely cause for this discrepancy.
[11] Earlier studies have detected small-scale scatterers

near the top of the lower mantle (at depths between 710 and
900 km) around the Mariana slab [Krüger et al., 2001;
Kaneshima, 2003]. The scatterers located within a high
velocity anomaly [Bijwaard et al., 1998] have been inter-
preted as a piece of lithosphere or fragments of former
oceanic crust subducted below the 660 km discontinuity
[Krüger et al., 2001; Kaneshima, 2003]. The relatively large
lateral extent of the 750 km feature and its near constant
depth throughout the study area (Figures 3 and 4b) are
clearly consistent with a horizontal interface rather than a
series of small-scale scatterers, which would be randomly
located. For each stack showing conversion both from the
660 km and 750 km discontinuity, we calculated the
amplitude ratio between the two phases (P750 s/P660 s).
The amplitudes of P-to-S conversion depend primarily on
the magnitude of shear velocity contrast across the convert-
ing interface. Considering that P750 s and P660 s travel
similar paths, and that differential attenuation due to the

different conversion depths is negligible, the inferred aver-
age value of 1.01 ± 0.22 for P750 s/P660 s indicates that the
shear velocity contrast across the two discontinuities is
comparable.
[12] The most likely causes of deep, flat interfaces are

isobaric phase transformations or compositional changes.
Mineral physics calculations by Vacher et al. [1998] suggest
that for a pyrolite model of mantle composition, at temper-
ature conditions similar to those expected in subduction
zones, garnet transforms to ilminite within the depth range
of 608–664 km. Under these conditions, the breakdown of
ringwoodite takes place at depths of 690–693 km, while
ilminite transforms to perovskite at 709–731 km depth.
According to these authors, the garnet to ilminite transition
occurs in a very broad pressure range, inducing a discon-
tinuity that is rather weak. This may be the reason why we
found no evidence for such interface. In contrast, both the
breakdown of ringwoodite and the transformation of ilmin-
ite to perovskite are expected to cause relatively strong
discontinuities of similar sharpnesses. Our observations
appear to be consistent with these predictions. The occur-
rence of the 750 km discontinuity seems to be restricted to
regions surrounding the slab (Figure 3 and 4b), assumed to
be pyrolite mantle, further supporting our interpretation.
[13] An alternative model for the observed 750 km

interface is that it may be the result of chemical layering
associated with metasomatism in the uppermost lower
mantle. In that model, the transport of elements by fluids
released from descending slab may cause chemical layering
or heterogeneity in terms of Mg2O/SiO2 ratios [Ohtani et
al., 2001]. As the Mariana slab is near-vertical, slab-
expelled fluids could rise through the neighbouring mantle
west as well as east of the slab, explaining the observation

Figure 4. Maps of the discontinuity depth. Crosses and dots indicate Ps piercing points at 660 km depth for land and OBS
data, respectively. Circles represent deep (depth >300 km) seismicity. The discontinuity depth for each 1� � 2�-box was
estimated from the stack obtained after summation of the RF’s having Ps piercing points at 660 km depth located within the
box. Boxes with weak conversions from the discontinuities or null observations are indicated in white. (a) Depths of the
660 km discontinuity. (b) The same as in Figure 4a for the 750 km discontinuity.
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of the 750 km discontinuity both on the mantle wedge side
and trenchward behind the slab (Figures 3 and 4b).
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